
Maps and Art are Everywhere
David Woodward, in 1987, alerts his audience to ‘the

independent appearance in 1980 and 1981 of four major
exhibitions on the theme of art and cartography’ (1987:1).
This, he suggests, indicates a ‘profound interest in the
affinity between these two activities’ and, it appears that
history has proved him right. There has been a continued
flourishing of interest from artists in the field of
cartography, and 1994 saw one of the first major
exhibitions of artists using maps, at the Museum of
Modern Art in New York (MoMA). 

Organised by Robert Storr, the then curator, the
‘Mapping’ exhibit at MoMA revealed ‘how maps and map
imagery serve as source and inspiration for contemporary
artists’ (Storr 1994:1). The exhibition featured the work of
thirty artists, some of whom well known, and one of whom,
Simon Patterson, will be central to this paper. Patterson’s
1992 piece, ‘The Great Bear’ has become an iconic
example of ‘map art’. This paper aims to discover, through
critical analysis and theoretical comparison, the extent to
which the rules and ‘codes’ of mapping can be applied to
such contemporary artwork. As a focussed piece of writing,
‘The Great Bear’ will be deconstructed with reference
primarily to the work of Wood (1992), with criticisms from
Pickles (1992 and 2004), and a comparison with Crouch
and Matless (1996). Looking at art through the lens of map
theory might lead to new reflections on both media. 

Denis Cosgrove suggests that, ‘to map is in one way
or another to take the measure of a world’ (1999:1).
Perhaps it could be argued that Cosgrove’s use of the word
‘map’ could, without difficulty, be substituted with ‘paint’,
‘sculpt’ or, indeed, ‘create’. The measure of the world
presented or perceived through the medium of a map may
just as easily be presented through the medium of artwork,
and, times have undeniably changed since ‘art [was
merely] equated with maps’ ornamental elements…and
nothing more’ (Woodward 1987:2). In a later piece,
Cosgrove suggests that ‘ultimately all spaces are
impossible to control, inhabit or represent

completely…this is why the boundaries between the art
and science of mapping are today smudged and fading’
(2003:137). It is indeed at the ‘smudged and fading’
boundaries between the stereotypical ‘map’ and accepted
forms of ‘art’, that the interface between the two
disciplines appears to mould into what perhaps could be
read as one and the same.

Taming the Bear; Deconstructing the Map
‘The Great Bear’ by Simon Patterson exemplifies the

merging of distinctions between art and map in a
fascinating and thought provoking way. Patterson
humorously dislocates and subverts sources of information
as ‘he replaces the names of stations on the London
Underground map with names of philosophers, film stars,
explorers, saints and other celebrities’ (Button 2003) (see
figures 1 and 2). Interestingly, Cosgrove suggests that
mapping is ‘a creative process of inserting our humanity
into the world and seizing the world for ourselves’
(2003:137). Through Patterson’s transformation of
authoritative data, he is able, by his own associations, to
challenge existing rationales, and insert some ‘humanity’
into his piece.

Patterson’s work, if critiqued as a piece of
‘contemporary art’, can have certain questions asked of it,
such as ‘Who is the author?’ ‘What’s it all about?’ ‘When
was it created?’ ‘What is the cultural context of the piece?’
and ‘Are the people and places connected in any way?’
Viewed as a ‘map’ however, different aspects of the piece
are relevent, and, according to Wood (1992), codes and
rules are vitally important in construction. 

‘a code is an interpretive framework, a set of
conventions or rules, which permits the equivalence
of expression and content. In effect, a code legislates
how something may be construed as signifying, as
representing, something else’

(Wood 1992:124)
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‘The Power of Maps’, by Denis Wood, offers a
structuralist approach to cartography and hence suggests
rigid ways in which to view, understand and deconstruct
maps. Wood’s ‘determinate reading’ has been developed
by John Pickles as being too quickly achieved and ‘too
literal’ (Pickles 2004:68). 

Chapter five of ‘The Power of Maps’ is entitled ‘The
Interest Is Embodied in the Map in Signs and Myths’
(1992:95-142) and it explores the way in which maps
‘mask the interests that bring them into being’ (1992:95).
Using Barthes’ description of myth as a mode of
signification, Wood deconstructs mapping to its most basic
state of ‘sign and myth’ and criticises the fundamental
cartographic claim that ‘it is a system of facts’ (1992:105).
The process of myth as signification can be explored using
the traditional London Underground map, as Oliver (2003)
explains; ‘a myth occurs when a signifier (in this instance
ink on a page) comes together with a signified (the concept
of the London Underground network) to make a sign, that
is, the London Underground map, and the sign then goes
on to act once again as a signifier; the idea of an easy to
use transport network, also an easily navigable city’. On a

parallel level, Patterson’s ‘Great Bear’ challenges the
accepted views of a map, and forces the viewer to re-think
their automatic acceptance of something that appears
neutral and commonplace.

‘…it is more mythic precisely to the degree that it
succeeds in persuading us that it is a natural
consequence of perceiving the world’

(Wood 1992:105)

‘It is, of course, an illusion…’ states Wood, ‘…there
is nothing natural about a map’ (1992:108). Pickles
suggests that ‘Wood destabilizes the representational
understanding of maps as mirrors of reality…he argues for
a position of advocacy, map criticism and alternative
mapping strategies – a kind of nomad cartography’
(Pickles 2004:64). Wood blames the opinionated author,
who can, through a complex system of myth, sign and
symbol, convey a particular ‘political discourse concerned
with the acquisition and maintenance of power’ (Pickles
2004:62). If the map is indeed a construct, the art critique-
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Figure 1. ‘The Great Bear’ by Simon Patterson 1992. (Artland.co.uk:2004)



style questions asked of ‘The Great Bear’ could equally
apply to more ‘traditional’ maps. By this assumption then,
the interest will be in whether the opposite is also true;
whether Wood’s power-based codes of cartography can be
applied to more socially and culturally embedded works of
modern art. Is there scope for the deciphering of
similarities, and indeed differences, between Patterson’s
contemporary work and that of traditional cartography?

Denis Wood presents a set of ten cartographic codes
which, he suggests, ‘either the map exploits, or by virtue of
which the map is exploited’ (Wood 1992:111). The
conventions that the map exploits are termed as ‘codes of
intrasignification’, and operate within the map at the level
of language. Alternatively, those by virtue of which the
map is exploited are termed as ‘codes of
extrasignification’, and tend to operate ‘outside the
map…at the level of myth’ (Wood 1992:111). Although
Wood would argue that the codes of intrasignification and
extrasignification cannot be detached or analysed
separately, for the purposes of this exercise, it is just the
codes of intrasignification that will be focused upon to
allow scope for wider discussion and criticism – it is, after
all, the codes within the map that have received most
attention from cartographers. Wood reduces the codes of
intrasignification to an assemblage of five imperative

groups, these include, ‘the iconic, the linguistic, the
tectonic, the temporal and the presentational’ (Wood
1992:111). Using these codes, and related criticisms,
Patterson’s ‘Great Bear’ will be deconstructed to allow a
cartographic reading of the signs and symbols that go into
both art and map.

What’s in The Bear?
Under the title ‘iconic’, Wood describes a ‘code of

“things” (“events”), with whose relative location the map
is enrapt’ (1992:111), ‘it is the source and principle of the
maps analogy to objects, places, relations and events’
(1992:117). The iconic codes of Patterson’s work reside in
the use of the accepted, ‘iconic’ construct of the
underground map itself. The ‘graphicized’ interpretation of
the Thames on both the ‘real’ tube map (figure 3) and
Patterson’s work exemplifies how mapping conventions
quickly become truth. The iconic ‘blue as water’ code has
been used, and is unquestioningly accepted. 

Such ‘blind acceptance’ of cartographic codes has
meant that ‘counter’ or ‘propagandist’ mapping has been
able to take route in many sectors. Wood, of course, would
argue that all maps are effectively fiction, as they ‘show
this…but not that, and every map shows what it shows this
way…but not the other’ (Wood 1992:1). John Pickles,
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Figure 2. Section of ‘The Great Bear’ by Simon Patterson, 1992. (Dareonline.org:2004)



however, suggests that ‘we gain little from merely
repeating that maps and propaganda maps are both
interpretations and distortions’, instead, what is important
is the ‘intention behind the construction of the map and the
use to which the map is put’ (Pickles 1992:199). In his
hermeneutical approach of 1992, Pickles recognises the
problematic nature of all texts as both socially constructed
and discursive, and applies such findings to the study of
maps. Rather than focusing on the map and the signs and
symbols within it, Pickles instead calls for ‘a more
articulated and contextual reading of the cultural politics
of maps’ (Pickles 2004:68).

Reading the Text
Continuing with Woods’ cartographic codes then,

‘Linguistic’ codes are the codes of ‘classification, or
ownership: identifying, naming, assigning’ (Wood
1992:112). Often the legend is the most linguistically
coded area of any map but it is true to say that the map ‘has
for millennia, embraced both’ iconic and linguistic
representation. Pickles again has more to say on Woods
subject matter, yes, ‘maps have a character of being textual
in that they have words associated with them…’ but they
are also ‘…discursively bedded within the broader
contexts of social action and power’ (Pickles 1992:193)

Patterson’s map manages to exemplify the ideas of
Wood and Pickles; his ‘linguistic codes’, according to
Wood, are in appropriate areas on the map, deciphering
‘places’ and offering a legend, yet, unlike conventional
text, his does not elaborate, identify or explain such
symbols. In relation to Pickles, ‘The Great Bear’ is indeed
‘embedded’ in the social. As Harley directs us in 1989,
cartography should be about ‘revealing the
interconnectedness of humanity in space’ (Harley
1989:87-8). Patterson’s piece could perhaps be read as a
play on the idea of the map as a ‘social’ construct. Figures
in society adopt an important role in Patterson’s ‘map’,
but, unlike conventional mapping, the social aspect is not
hidden. Social contexts surround the process of map-
making, and people create maps – why then is the social
facet of mapping so hidden from the viewer?

In illustrating the detached ideas of Wood and
Pickles, Patterson’s piece demonstrates the importance of
linguistic coding and social context. Without text,
Patterson’s piece would simply be a tube map – but this in
itself is a contentious point, for, without text, the tube map
would be little more than an abstract array of lines lacking
context. As the linguistic codes in ‘The Great Bear’ mainly
comprise of people’s names, it could be said that, without
‘people’ Patterson’s work is meaningless – this analogy
could then be extended further to suggest; without people,
maps are nothing. 

Hence, by deconstructing Patterson’s work, Wood’s
cartographic codes can be criticised as ‘seek[ing] to
uncover the shaper of the message and the power behind
the map in much too literal a manner’ (Pickles 2004:68),
without a complex recognition of societal influences and
contexts. Patterson’s ‘Great Bear’ helps to exemplify how
vital linguistic coding can be in the understanding and
interpretation of iconic representations; it also highlights
the ease with which the viewer accepts something as
‘accurate’. From a distance, for example, ‘The Great Bear’
could very easily be mistaken for a tube map. It is this
passive acceptance of maps, and the literal overlooking of
people, that Patterson’s piece, along with the writings of
Wood and Pickles, appears to criticise. 

Placing Space
Wood’s ‘tectonic’ codes ‘configure graphic space in

relation to geodesic space’ (Wood 1992:124), or, allow the
spherical to be reproduced on the plane through a
topological transformation – from spherical globe to flat
map. The transformation and simplification of reality in
the original tube map, created by Henry Beck in 1931,
reflects Wood’s tectonic code; ‘This map varies scale and
position in order to display the configuration and
interconnections of the rail network’ (Turnbull 1989:10).
Wood highlights the fact that in order to be read correctly,
maps are altered and hence are mere ‘representations’ or
‘creations’ of the areas they depict, hence, this idea of
abstract space can be applied to the tube map, and indeed
‘The Great Bear’, because even the original map is a
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Figure 3. An iconic Thames on the London Undergraound map



representation of reality designed to get over the
difficulties of mapping the underground.

Tectonic transformations are of course widespread.
They have been employed by governmental cartographic
departments, but also in more critical fields. Crouch and
Matless (1996) illustrate how communal mapping also
shows strong elements of abstraction, highlighting, and
censorship. Here, an adaptation of Wood’s own writing
may be implemented, tectonic codes should perhaps
‘configure graphic space in relation to [social] space’, as
well as, or rather than, ‘geodesic’ space. 

Crouch and Matless look at the work of the
environmental arts group, ‘Common Ground’, and their
‘Parish Maps Project’, which was initiated in 1983 by Sue
Clifford and Angela King. Crouch and Matless explore the
results of the project to demonstrate the important social
role that mapping has in the production of local knowledge
(see figure 5). The maps have been described as
‘consciously inventive’ (Crouch and Matless 1996:251),
and as a ‘reclaim[ation of] geography’s imaginative
ground’ (Daniels 1992:311) An exemplification here of the
hidden artistry and abstractions that go on behind the
façade of ‘traditional cartography’ – a tradition that is
supposedly free of cultural and social influence.

The interesting element of the Parish Maps project is
the idea that, had the venture been undertaken at another
time, or by other groups of people, the resulting maps
would be completely different. Thus, again, the emphasis
falls on the social power that resides in map production.
Maps are socially authored, and there is much more
involved than any simple change from sphere reality to flat

map. Indeed, had Patterson decided to create ‘The Great
Bear’ a week, a month, or years later, the inscriptions
would undoubtedly be different, moving us conveniently
on to Wood’s fourth cartographic code, the ‘temporal’
code. 

Fixing Time
The temporal, or ‘durative’ code, offers a suggestion

of movement, in that, if movement is to take place, it must
occur within a given time frame. The idea that ‘every map
is out-of-date before it’s printed’ is a cartographic adage
that can be illustrated through Patterson’s ‘Great Bear’.
The art-piece, created in 1992, is fixed temporally as the
featured figureheads represent the past and present, but not
the future. There are no figureheads after the start of the
21st century due to the completion date of the piece, but
Patterson may well have considered leaving some points
on ‘The Bear’ blank to allow new people to be added, and,
hence, a certain timelessness to his piece. He did, however,
choose to name all ‘stations’ and hence the artwork is
permanently fixed in time. This temporal fixing means that
Patterson’s piece, and indeed maps in general, can, very
quickly, become out of date. To the future societies that
view it, ‘The Great Bear’ will become a map consisting of
unrecognisable and inconsequential names ‘not of their
time’. 

Parallels can be drawn between Wood’s temporal
code and the ‘art’ of ancient mapping. Even though cutting
edge at the time, Blaue’s 17th century atlases, for example,
are now viewed as enlightening works of art, exemplifying
great craftsmanship and apparently naïve attempts at
mapping. This then, also lends insight to the future,
Patterson’s contemporary piece invites artistic critique,
just as the maps of old are studied and analysed by today’s
students of cartography. The temporal aspect of mapping,
and art in general, suggests a more rounded reading of the
creation; just as art-work cannot be read without an
understanding of the society and culture from which it
came, neither can maps stand alone as timeless artefacts.
There is no doubt that in the future, today’s contemporary
mapping technologies will be looked upon as archaic and
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Figure 4: linguistics as ‘naming’.

Figure 5: An example of a ‘Parish map’, Westbury Park, Bristol



passé; such maps will be read as just as abstract as ‘The
Great Bear’. 

Pickles draws on the work of Ian Hacking (1982)
who has argued, ‘what counts as scientific reason is not
constant, but changes throughout history. Different styles
of reasoning become accepted as dominant and ‘most
reasonable’ in different time periods’ (Pickles 2004:70).
Again the ‘temporal’ is evident here, theories and ideas
which may be widely accepted today may be completely
rejected tomorrow. This complete lack of stability suggests
that, ultimately, nothing will ever be ‘right’, or ‘finite’, and
hence understanding the context of anything, whether art,
map, article, book or play, is vitally important in
understanding the meaning it was ‘supposed’ to convey at
the time of its production. The only real constant is
change.

Presentation Matters
Woods’ final code of intrasignification is that of

presentation. This can be read as the sum of the many parts
of the map, ‘the time of the map, the space of the map, and
the roster of terms and typonyms cast into it’ (Wood
1992:130). Presentational codes create an overarching
‘feel’ to the whole map, a discursive tone almost,
‘soft/loud, even/dynamic, polite/aggressive, soothing/
abrasive’ (1992:131). The ‘feeling’ that can be imparted
through the map is a powerful device, if, for instance, a
glance can convey information, what can a real ‘look’ do? 

Parallels can be drawn here with Wood’s iconic code.
It is via the presentation and appearance of the map that
initial opinions are formed, just as Patterson’s piece can
‘appear’ to be a tube map, once the first glance becomes a
‘look’, there is much more to it. ‘The Great Bear’ has a
discursive and interactive element to it, the audience is
drawn in by recognition of names in familiar places, and
Londoners work out ‘who’ they live at, and ‘who’ resides
near by, in an attempt, perhaps, to understand the piece
further. 

It is the difference between glancing, looking and
truly ‘seeing’, that is important here. The exploration of
Wood’s iconic, linguistic, tectonic, temporal and
presentational codes allows an insight into the myriad
devices that occur ‘behind the map’… but, are such codes
too rigid to actually apply in the real world? Do
cartographers consciously decide on their ‘coding’ as they
produce their maps? Or, much as it would never have
crossed Patterson’s mind that ‘The Great Bear’ would be
subject to a cartographic deconstruction, are they oblivious
to the power that they possess?

Socialising The Bear
Pickles suggests that, ‘for Wood, the practice of map

use is not to send a message, but to bring about a change in
the way another person, or group of people, see the world’
(Pickles 2004:66). Perhaps this offers a more useful insight
into the abstraction of both art and map, it is not about the
map – or the art – anymore, it is about their deconstruction,

and in turn, their interpretation. Can we simply like art
‘because we do’, or merely use a map to get from A to B?
Yes we can, just as Wood’s contribution forms part of his
own subjective thoughts on mapping, so too can our
interpretations be just as valid. There are no ‘bear
necessities’, reading a map or a piece of artwork is a highly
personal and context specific procedure. Just like an
individuals’ interpretation of a piece of abstract art, such as
‘The Great Bear’ map appreciation can be complicated,
subjective, and yet, enlightening: tracking from Wood to
Pickles reveals the social construction of all discourse. 
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